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Brown To Discuss World
As Reflected In Culture
FEB. 12—John Mason Brown,
Editor at Large of the Saturday
Review and a judge of the Book
of the Month Club, will discuss
the present day world as reflected
in plays, books, and films in a
lecture entitled "Seeing Things,"
8:15 p.m. Friday in the Chem-
istry Auditorium;
As former drama critic for the
Saturday Review, the New York
'World-Telegram, < and the New
York Evening Post, Brown has
won much acclaim. Life magazine
has said of him, "John Mason
Brown's philosophizing on the
arts is as fresh as the latest
Broadway show."
He once commented on his top-
ic of "Seeing Things," "The joy
of living comes from immersion
in something — more accurately,
anything we know is bigger, bet-
tor, more enduring' and worthier,
than wo are."
Television Appearances
Brown has appeared on many
television and radio programs
both as a guest and regular parti-
cipant. Most recently he was a
permanent panelist on the tele-
vision program "The Last Word,"
in 1956-59.
He is currently working on his
eighteenth book, "The Worlds of
Robert E. Sherwood." Some of
his published works include
"Daniel Boons- The Opening of
tile Wilderness," "Seeing Things,"
"Two on the Aisle," "Broadway
in'Review," "To All Hands," "The
Art of Playgoing,' and "The Mod-
ern Theater in Revolt."
Junior Prom
Bands Named
Si Zentner and his 17-piece or-
chestra will highlight the Junior
Prom, Friday March 2 from
9 p. m. to 1 a. m.
Tickets lor the formal affair
in Mather Hall are $7.25 which
includes free set-ups and a door
prize. There will be no corkage
fee. " ; : .
In, addition to Zentner, known
for his recordings of "Up a Lazy
River" and "Nice and Easy
Twist," Paul Landerman and his
orchestra will supply "society'
music, and the Fallouts will also
entertain.
Si Zentner is considered by
many to be one of the top trom-
bonists in show business. He has
worked with Jimmy Dorsey,
Harry James, and he played lead
trombone with, Les Brown's "Band
of Renown" for three years.
Reverend Ong To Depict
Finale of Literary Age
FEB. 12—Rev. Walter J. Ong,
author, lecturer, and scholar in
the fields of Renaissance and con-
temporary literature, will discuss
"The End of the Agejjf Literacy"
Monday, Feb. 26 at 1:30 p.m. in
the Washington Room of, Mather
Hall.
Father Ong's speech is being
sponsored by the English Depart-
ment.
He is thep author of several arti-
cles and books. His most recent
CODE Selects New Leaders
5—Campus civil rights
leader Stone Coxhead was chos-
en tonight to head the newly re-
activated Committee Organized to
Defend Equality. CODE, as the
group is called, met to elect of-
ficers and make plans £ov further
formal organization.
Two small committees were ap-
pointed to complete a final poli-
cy statement and to draw up a
formal constitution, both of which
will be presented at the next
meeting to be held February 15
at S:30 in the Senate Room.
Membership and voting rules
were discussed by the group, and
it was decided that Trinity stu-
dents will be eligible for mem-
bership at any Unw, and that ac-
tive membership would be grant-
ed (o any man who a I tended two
consecutive meetings. If an ac-
tive member fails to attend 50
per cent of the announced meet-
ings, it was established, he will
forfeit his voting privilege. It
Nine Seals Remain
For London Flight
FEB. 9 — Mr. Tomal. has made
plans for a flight to Europe this
Summer /or Trinity students and
faculty. It, is no longer necessary
for a group of 65 to charter a
whole plane for the flighf, he
said. A group of 25 may now en-
joy the same rales.
Mr. Toniat has made tentative
arrangements to procur seats on a
flight leaving for London June
27 and returning; August 28. The
round trip fare will be $278-
Fourteen have already signed
up for flight, Mr, Tosnat urges
®thers who are interested io eon-j
tact him. immediately.
was further agreed that meet-
ings will be held every other
Thursday evening at 8:30.
Membership Requirements
Officers elected in addition to
Coxhead were: Jack Chatfield,
vice-chairman; Al Burfcind, re-
cording1 secretary; David. Carrad,
corresponding secretary; and Mike
Mseka; treasurer.
It was urged at the meeting
that membership requirements
not be stringent,,, thus enabling
students to join at any time. The
group at this time has a very
small membership. The liopo was
expressed at the meeting that,
wiien the organization of"CODE
is completed, more students will
be interested in devoting time to
the activities in which the group
plans to participate.
works on Renaissance intellect-
ual history are Bamus, Methods
and the Decay of Dialogue, and
Kanius and Talon- Inventory.
Contemporary Problems
Two of his other books analyze
the problems of contemporary
man as seen, by an American
Catholic: Frontiers in American
Catholicism and American Catho-
lic Crossroads.
Professor of English at St. Louis
University, Father Ong is for the
present academic year a Fellow
at the Center of Advanced Studies
at Wesleyan University. Following
this he will leave for Europe to
continue, his research and to do
occasional lecturing before return-
ing to St. Louis University in the
autumn of 1962.
He hass lectured throughout the
United States, in Canada, and in
Europe, including the Center for
Advanced Renaissance Studies At
Tours, France.
Kansas City Native
A native of Kansas City, Father
Ong was graduated from Rock-
hurst College before entering the
Society of Jesus (Jesuit Order)
in 1935. He received an S. T. L.
and an M.A. from St. Louis Uni-
versity and a Ph.D. from Harvard.
He has served as Chairman of
the Nation Selection Committee
8)(Continued on
Poetry Series To Begin;
Two Poets Read Sunday
William Jay Smith and Bar-
bara Howes will be featured in
the first of three programs in
the annual Pootry Series when
tht>y read selections oC 1heir mod-
ern poetry in Wean Lounge, Sun-
day, Feb. 18, 8 p.m.
Co-sponsored by the college
and the Hartford Jewish Com-
munily Center, the Poetry Series
will consist of readings by Denise
Levcrlov and Walker Gibson on
Feb. 18, and by Richard Wilbur
on May 33.
Smith of Williams College has
written seven books of poetry. He
is the author of The Spectra
Hoax, the inside story of a hoax
perpetrated on the literary world
by Walter Banner and others
about 40 years ago, poking fun
at the imagists.
His wife, Barbara Howp of
Brandeis University, has written
three poetry books and holds a
Creative Arts Poetry Award
from Brandeis.
Denise Levertov, who will recite
at the second reading, received
the Longview Foundations Award
and is a 3960 Poetry Ma^nzine
prize winner. Walter Gibson, ap-
pearing with Levcrlov, is a, fel-
lowship recipient from the Fund
for the Advancement of Educa-
tion. Kichard Wilbur, J956 Pu-
litzer Prize winner for Poetry,




Students from across the nation will'demonstrate in Washing-
ton, Feb. 16 and 17 for what their leaders call "a turn toward
peace." Protests will be carried to the White House and the Soviet
Embassy.' At least one car load ol Trinity men will attend the rally,/
possibly the biggest of its kindj ever held;
.•The demonstration, labeled "The. Washington Project," is spon-
sored by such organizations as, the Student Peace Union, the!
Friends Peace/Committee of Philadelphia, and the Students lor .•*
Sane Nuclear Policy. " .
In_a widely distributed brochure, the leaders of the project state:
"We wish to meet squarely the danger presented to democratic
values by Soviet ideology and Communist expansionism. But the es-
sentially military response of the United States to the Soviet./chal-
lenge has been inadequate, self-defeating, and profoundly danger-
ous." • • ' • , • ,' : . . • ' . : ' '"•• •'•• /
Picket Government Buildings
Students participating in the"Of* TV*
Visit- Vestry
The President of Cuttington Col-
lege in Liberia, West; Africa, will
be a guest of the Chapel Vestry
"Wednesday. Dr. Christian Baker's
visit has been arranged by the
Cuttington Committee of the
Chapel Vestry, Donald MacKay
'62, Chairman. This committee
was organized last week to seek a
student to student relationship
with its African counterpart.
Dr. Baker will attend dinner in
Hamlin a 6:15 and a t 7:15 will
speak on Higher Education in
Liberia. All are invited.
Greek Chosen
Forum Topic
The Greek dramatist Aeschylus
will, be the subjectf or an open
colloqiurri here on February 15
in the Wean Lounge. The collo-
qium scheduled to begin at 4:00,
will be sponsored by the English
and classic- departments in con-
junction with Holy Cross Col-
lege, and will be moderated by
Mr, John V. Luce of Trjtaity and
the Reverend M. F. Marfque o.t
Holy 'Cross.
Mr. Luce is a visiting classics
professor at Trinity, and Rever-
end Marique is the director of
the Hellenic Tradition seminar at
Holy Cross. Their discussion is
intended to touch on Aeschylus
and Greek tragedy in general, and
the effects of the Greek tradi-
tion on later literature.
Aeschylus was the oldest of Lhe
famous trio of Greek tragedians,
the latter two of which were
Sophocles and Euripides. Aeschy-
lus is chiefly known for his Aga-
memnon trilogy.
activity will picket, before the
White House and other Govern-
ment buildings on Feb. 16, The
same day, special student Selega--'
tions will visit individual, mem-
bers of Congress, to present!: the
movement's views.
The following day, picketing
will, continue, combined with Vis- ,
its to administration officials and
Capital civic leaders. In addition,
delegations will attempt's.to visit
every foreign embassy in the city,,
including- that of the Soviet Un-
ion. . • ' , ' • [ .
The movement, which received
its original impetus from the Har-
vard-dominated Boston Coordina-
ting Committee, urges the Gov-
ernment to adopt these five main :
points: (1) disavowal of atmos-
pheric testing; (2) prevention of,
other nations not currently hav-
ing nuclear weapons from gain-
ing such weapons; (3) U: S. with-
drawal from what are called "use-
less" missile bases in Turfcey
and Italy; (4) U. S. disengage-
ment in Central Europe; (5) and
continuing U. S. action to elimi-
nate poverty, hunger, and disease
throughout the world.
Special Buses
According to leaders of- the
movement, chartered buses will
leave Pennsylvania Station at 5
a.m. the mornings o£ both Feb.
16 and 17. Student fare is five.
dollars round-trip. Housing Cj to
be provided at various Metho-
dist Church dormitories in the:
Capital.
In addition to flu- Washington
demonstration, the coordinating
committee of the movement is
distributing petitions for students
to send to President Kennedy.
These petitions urge him to adopt
the five main points held by the
movement.
THE AI> ANNEX becomes a thing of lhe past as workmen*
raze lhe building to make room for the new Alpha D^ia Phi
house. Demolition began al the start of the semester and is sched-
uled to end in the spring.
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T H U R S D A Y EVENING
HOURS have been added to
tbe WatMnson library sched-
ule for the Trinity Term. The
library will be open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 9 a.m. to 5
pvm. ami 1 to 10 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday.
Ann Fazioli casts an oblique
glance at clerk Wilbur I-Iaw-
,thome in Saturday night's Jest-
ers* one-act play, The Apollw oC
the Bella*. Crouched hidden be-
hind Shakespeare is the cause of
all their troubles, Nick Child's.
The play featured Child.? and Faz-
ioli in the lead roles, and dealt
lightly with the effects of femi-
nine flattery on universally flat-
terable men. Hawthorne was the
first to bo seduced by the words,,
"How handsome you are," and
Childs looked on with noticeable
glee. Hawthorne is shown here
recovering- from his seduction,.
and Ann Fazioli is basking in her





move up to Schlitz
Sehtttz is the word for refreshment any time.
That's because there is a difference in Schlitz—
the famous kiss-of-the-hops flavor. Ask for Schlitz.
THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
THE GRIM FACT of the theater is that the success of a night
can only be satisfactorily recorded by an applause or giggle meter
in the audience: "Bad reception.," says «h<? actw, "bad? play."
So the actor, sweating under the stags- lamps of a mercenary
world, pants along the road toward' the Holy Grafll The audience
surrenders It (when it does) with a seM-righteous; sneer: "This; ain't
pewter,, you know., Congratulations.." The actor knows it too welE
The cauiliiotis; audience at the Jesters" S&tuarday emtekg paigeaa-
try chose Gteaudoux ower Bcfecht an* .etewtelted for their iilty cent.
ARTS
COUNCIL
Jean Giraudoux's Apollo of th» BieMac was well-directed; and!
well-staged. Ann Fazioli carried the show with a sweet voice aw§
well-controlled movements, and1 turned* orat classics in both categor* .
ies: her imploring tone in the clutches-.oi! Bruce Jay ("I piay the
piano"), and the removal of her purse irora her "charming bosom."1
NICK CHILDS WAS a fine Apollo, with a convincing tone. K *
dos is- due to him for executing his hall of. the beautiful Apollo-Ags.
nes exchanges throughout the play.
Miss Fazfali and! WilfoUF Hawthflune tie for the best-east actors.
With warranted recognition of bespectacled1 Betty Paine. Hawiihoime,,
as the archetypal clerk, was excellent, from his verbal "deah's" and
"chaihman of the boahwd's" tô  his: graceless movements. Miss
•paine'B "E-r-r-ub6ish"' in the rote oi. the arch'etypjai secretary wad'.
comic relief in the toeavier scene,
Jerry Liebowitz aad Bruce Jay did. noteworthy jobs, although,
neither quite fit the role that they played. Liebowitz looked like a
president and did a good joto with the voice he had, and Jay's act-
ing when he breathed cajoleries on Ann Fazioli—a successful extra
added by Director Steve Cool.—was excellent;. Mary Ann Przbyciew.
snatches all the laurels lov the most poorly cast player: her role as
a shrewish executive's wife turned into a role as a shrewish rivet-
tosser's wife in a Brooklyn garret. \ . ' ; •„•
• THIS BOARD MEMBERS were good,, but Eli• Karspn's. voice,
lost its pleasing hoarseness after the first oath. Ralph Coifman was
not a convincing chairman of the hoard, although Hawthorne's her-
. aiding' promised one.
The play—ignoring the tough joto of casting people where they
belong and with the, material you have—was good: there was fine
acting arid: there were no pregnant kifierstiees.
The worn theatrical clevice oi "always having another' character
to. bring an1* was visible but unneeded. Faziali-and-ChilAs, Fazioli-
and-Jay, and Fazioli-and-Liebowitz were goad moments. The appeal*,
ances of colorful Hawthorne and colorful Paine were supplements to
a good performance.
In Brecht's nakedly -staged The Exception antf the RtiKe, the
acior's burden was a bit more cumbeisome. Peter Flsfe, jrepSaciwg
Davi<l Lander in the last days of rehearsal, deserves: viaemtB Keetsw
for his performance. Fish's job as the exploiter was neatly countered!
by the superb performance of Henry Bashwiner and Brecht's blaefc-
whiLe. contia'St was as glaring as intended. The best line of the play
was the coolie's rebuttal io the merchant's "railroads and prosperi-
ty" harangue: "But-1 can't swim properly." Bashwiner sang beantfr
fully when he sung, cowered beautifully when he cowered, and star-
ed beautifully when he stared. The difficulties of • acting with only
two men on stage (and no doors to open) were overcome by Fish's
soliloquies -sharp rmd well-measured—and Bashwiner's. timid bent*
to-aek reactions lo his master.
D-ICK SMITH AS the guide (or Breelil Iiimself) was exeelleat
(he overdid- his cigarette bit), and his bitterness slopped neaHy-
around in all of His well-sneered speeches.
Malcolm. Lloyd was an. innkeeper because oC his apron,, and ©«•
nato Strammiello was unfrocked in the last scene when he spoke.
(."Sinners of the woild, repent" would have capped) it.) George
Woolsey had a good grasp of his role as the obsequious caravan
leader.
' Albie Maurice's last potsherd of demngogery was to® fast itt
.spots, but (he tribunal scene, led by aa. able Maurice, ascended!
gracefully (except for one quickly smothered muff. Mawke's, fkcial
contortions and Fish's "concessions" raised the spirits; of the dublaus
audience.
GIflU»BY IAN BENNETT (Lookin-g a. bit like Lfl Abner ra MS*
(CoaUnued OML Pa^e 3>
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And Intricacy
low Madrigal Presents
Music of Medieval Times
By AWEED C. :BU3BTEIX»
: Feb. 11 — The beauty and in-
tricacy of pre-Reionnatlon -church
music were experienced today in
a eenceft given in the Chapel by
tfhe Low Madrigal. The seven-
member chorus, under the direc-,
ton of Mr. Edward Low, present-
ed a repertory Including British,,
French, and German music ot the
(thirteenth through the sixteenth
centuries, and provided excellent.
examples of most phases of Med-
ieval church life.
"Alle, •' psallite Alleluya," a
thirteenth century Motet, was the
first of the fifteen pieces per-
formed. Done with "brilliance and
clarity, it introduced the listener
to the somewhat unusual sound
ox early music. Richard Conrad
and Anne Sousa, in an accom-
panied duet on Adrian Willaert's
"O salutaris hostia," proved that
excitement .and fullness in a
musical work are" not dependent
upon numbers. Mr, Conrad also
provided outstanding solos in oth-
er works, especially Orlando Gib-
bons' "This is the record of John.','
In John Taverner's "Benedictus
from the Mass: Western Wynde,"
the Madrigal was accompanied by
a cromorne,- an ancient instrument
resembling the clarinet. Of es-
pecial note were two works: Ta-
verner's "Credo from the Mass,"
a very moving work done with
utmost precision by the group,
and William Byrd's "Ave verum
corpus," a piece whose harmon-
ies were greatly enriched by the
group's performance. Thomas
Weelkes' e x e H i n g "Alleluia"
closed the program,
A slight lack of precision on
the part of the singers was evi-
dent, but the group's ability to
change styles, moods, and sounds
wilhin the framework of the con-
cert made this difficulty seem a
minor one. As the program con-
tinued, this reviewer could feel
the barrier of time dissolving, and
found another. link between the
modern and the Medieval cen-
turies. Such Is the power of good
music when it Is.well performed,
and it is r̂ecommended that more
programs lifee that of Low Mad-
rigal be given here.
COLL E N D | U M
Students of »'A K T M © V 5T H
COUWEKJE have recently 'ap-
proved an academic honor code
which features a clause .specific
«al]y .stating that the reporting of
violations of the code is not man-
datory.
The code must be-approved by
the faculty before it can be ef-
fected. Indications are that the
faculty will give favorable as-
i&on to it since they previously
approved the honor code principle.
The idea, stated in the code,
that "Students can invoke social
sanctions.to preserve the pact,"
eliminates the need for mandatory
reporting to the student council.
In order to protect the undergrad-
uate body, however, students in
rare cases that are reported for
dishonesty may be brought 'before
Itfae judicial 'Committee .of the stu-
dent couneil for action.
There are no specific social
sanctions listed in the code. The
•code states, "The student body is
tjeMevad capable of generating
(sanctions) «ta .a .realistic, JaleHI-
,gemt, m4 .sopMsticated manner."
There is a possibility thai tha
code will eventually cover both




which time the students voted
overwhelmingly to discontinue
the Board's constitution as of
January 1. The students then
voted against granting a charter
to the Student Assembly, • which
was designed to replace the
board.
Columbia dean John C. Pai-
frey said "now there is room for
students to discover the role or
student government by doing
without it." An editorial in the
Columbia S5>eetator blamed the
demise of the student govern-
ment on the administraton for
making it "the ineffective body it
was."
Fraternity hazing has recently
incited action on two college cam-
puses.
Five WIIXIAMS OOIXEGE
fraternities have "been admonished
for violating pre-initiation prac-
tices. Alpha Delta' Phi, Zeta Psi,
Kappa Alpha, and Phi Sigma Kap-
pa aave received letters of re-
primand from iihe deans. Phi Gam-
ma Delta was placed on .social
probation until February 12 for
BROWN
dent Barnaby C. Keeney appointed
By BOB FEIJVSCHKEIBEB
1887—Trinity recently received
a $30,000 grant for the new Sci-
ence Center which is nearing com-
pletion. "Such a gift would have
bordered on the miraculous a
few years ago," reported the
Trinity Tablet (forerunner to the
Tripod).
"For years the College has been
abnormally deficient.in its scienti-
fic departments. Indeed, so few
were the facilities afforded ten
and -more years ago that the
study of even the rudiments of
science then offered to the -stu-
dents was practically a farce.
"The large proportion of the
men seeking education today de-
sire opportunities for this branch
of study and certainly will find
it, if not at Trinity, then else-
where. We cannot afford to lose
these men," said the Tablet.
"The new science building is a
fact, no longer a vague figment
of the imagination. It may be. re-
garded as a thing of the near
future. It seems at last as though
we are to be pretty fully equipped
as a college."
The new science center is to be
built on a site selected personally
by the president of the college.
George C. Jarvu, whose name
the new building will bear, pre-
sented the grant of $30,000. Jar-
vis, of Brooklyn, New York, is
not an alumnus of the college
but "has always been interested
in its affairs."
"The Jarvis Hall of Science
promises to be a very handsome
structure. At each of the seven
outer angles rises a circular tower
which besides affording excellent
'gross violations , , , of the
rules."
1hB rules require that the fra-
ternities do not worry, tire, or
degrade the pledges; activities
„.. . _ . that might result in personal in-
a committee to study fraternity jjury are forbidden; all activities
discriminatory clauses. Letters, must take place in the fraternity,
from the Cam-marian Club fsen-j consume no more than three
ate) and IFC led the trustees loj hours per day, ana never extend
empower President Keeney to'boyond midnight. Nearly all the
form the committee. fraternities wore guilty of some
The committee will consist of infractions of the rul<-:s.
two trustees, two members of the[ The WF.SI.EYAN administi-a-
adminis [.nation, two members of tion called for a hazing code
which would abolish all off-cam-
pus hell week stunts. It reipeteo.
the faculty and two students.
The undergraduate s t u d e n t
body of COLUMBIA UNIVER-
SITY has abolished its student
government. Petitions to abolish
•the Eoard of Student Representa-
tives led to a referendum, at.
a code proposed by the Board
of House Presidents because it
did not include these provisions.
According to The Wesleyan Ar-
fyiw, the president of BHP .favors
the total abolition of hell week.
The Arts Council . , .
a from IJa,go %)
of the worWagman-narrator) was lacking in working-class cre-
dentials. His narration was good enough, but the audience never
lound out why he "left Princeton in the first place. ' '
Brecht and Giraiadoux in one .evening is not going by the rules.
'Giraudoux is the crowd ploaser: plenty of characters, plenty of
doors to open, plenty of set (Givaudoux follows the Maxim: "IT
there's a cannon on stage, fire it."). Brecht is heavily laden with
the oft' repeated message and lightly laden with scenery: for the
actor this spells "difficult." Giraudoux wants the audience to forget
it is one, and Brecht wants it to remember well, Giraudoux is the
playwright, Brecht is the parson. The audience, left to cast its vote,
may favor Giraudoux and [cave the better man. Both were well-
acted, and i£ Giraudoux is chosen without much thought, no one is
surprised. After all, who goes to church these days?
me-n, Jack Chatficld
From The Past
Science Center Nearly Complete
ventilation throughout the build-
ing, are very ornamental.
pnly the first Moor of the
building is to be used for physics.
The second story Will house the
Chemistry Department.
When the College began to
teach engineering, that depart-
ment too was located in the Jar-
vis Hall of Science.
The main chemical laboratory
will have a desk capacity of 35.
The Tablet reports that "it is
such a room as this . . . the whole
college deplored me lack of last
year."
The building will not open until
"next year, 18SS, because of con-
struction difficulties which in-
clude problems with ihe installa-




ON ALL I. P. RECORDS
LARGEST SELECTION IN HARTFORD
ONLY PLACE \U HARTFORD
TO LISTEN TO RECORDS
STEREO DEPT. ALSO AT DISCOUNT
OPEN TIL M> P. M., PARKING IN HEAR






Service — Try It and Be
Convinced.
105 New Britain Avenue
Near Broad Street









"Are you sore (hut's
right, Mormtha?
Allmmkrs?"
Next time you call Information, don't be surprised
if the operator gives you a telephone number with,
seyen numerals and no letters. It may sound
strange, but this is the kind of telephone num-j
hers we will all have eventually. « New tele-!
phones being installed have the new numbers
now, and when your new H A R T F O R D
directory is delivered, you'll find that all
numbers in it have been changed to seven,
numerals. • All-Number Galling:, as the
new numbering system is called, is
.gradually beiug introduced through-!
out the country, and someday all
telephone numbers will have '"
seven numerals. « All-Number
Galling is another step ia
bringing you the most
modern telephone service
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Milestone
This week the Tripod has de-
' voted the entire Editorial Section to
Harrison E. Salisbury's penetration
into a changing Soviet societv be-
cause we. feel, as does Professor
Bankwitz, that his articles are indeed
a milestone in current world affairs.
His articles which indicate an un-
raveling,- of the strands of the blanket
which has cloaked Soviet society
should make us question thoughtfully
the conception of the Soviet empire
as a monolithic slate. An editorial in
a recent edition ol! the Nation points
out that- "a ferment so explosive
cannot have arisen all at once.
Either it is exaggerated now, or the
Communists were never as mono-
lithically1 united as American preps
folk-lore would have had us believe,"
We have often criticized the Russians
for their misconceptions of American
capitalism. Perhaps what we have
failed to see is that Communism may
have changed as much since Lenin's
time as has capitalism since the time
of McKinley. The image that "Ameri-
can press folk-lore" has created of
Russia is that of a state which is so
antithetically opposed to ours that it
must be resisted at all costs.
If Salisbury's observations are cor-
rect, a fresh assessment of Russo-
American relations, stripped of any
misconceptions, are called for. There
is indeed a hope, as Salisbury points
out, that Russia will continue to lean
more towards the West. Such a lean-
ing could make the world situation
more comfortable and provide an at-
mosphere in which negotiations to-
ward peace could take place. If Rus-
sia society turns more towards the
West, their leaders' will', could well
become more inclined towards peace.
There is evidence of increased afflu-
ence, or at least a desire for afflu-
ence in the attitude of Soviet youth
as presented by Salisbury. He quotes
one Soviet youth as saying- when
asked about his wants in life:
"My golden desire? Well, no-
body wants a heart attack. What
do I want? Drink . . . restau-
rants . . . jazz . . . money . . .
., women . . . a Volga (a Soviet
car) . . . a country cottage . . .
you know; the complete gentle-
man's selection."
The U.S. should encourage the
Russian leanings toward the West
and should not, as the rightists urge,
• remain inflexible in our demands.
Walter Lippmann has stated "be-
cause we live on earth and not in
heaven, there is of course, much com-
'promise." Compromise is necessary in
a world where an inflexible position
might lead to war, and ultimately, to
the end of humanity. Lippman, in,
citing former President Eisenhower's
statement that "there is no longer
any alternative to peace" remarks:
"For while nuclear weapons have
made war, the old arbiter of human
affairs, an impossible action for a
rational statesman to contemplate,
we do not have any other reliable
way of dealing with issues that used
- to be resolved by war.
It is a common tendency of Amer-
icans to hope for a popular revolu-
tion in Russia which asserts the
ideals of our society. Perhaps, after
. reading Salisbury's articles we have
become naive in our hope that Rus-
sia will turn to the West., Neverthe-
less, our present desire for peace
may very well lie in the encourage-
ment of any"movements towards lib-
eralization in Russia. If liberalization
should fail in Russia, we could well
be faced with a Sino-Soviet block
even more militant than today.
Frantic Loins
There is a lot of talk about lost
generations and found generations
and.twisting generations and healthy
generations, and the concise amalgam
of all this is that the notorious.
phrase-coiners' place a lot of stock in
generations in general, and in new
generations in particular.
Today the fate of our country is
wrapped around the frantic loins of
the twisters, and the conclusion is
that if there is not a lost generation
here in America there are certainly
lost tribes. But there are well-orient-
ed tribes too, and the journey of sev-
en Trinity men last week to a mock
UN session in Montreal brought them
to mind.
If we are going to strike the golden
mean in this century, we must temper
our nationalism with some sort of in-
ternationalism. So if the twist and
the UN exist side by side (or nearly
side byside: one rampant at the Pep-
permint Lounge and the other at the
UN headquarters), symbolizing the
coexistence of a national movement
and an international movement (or
perhaps we should choose different
terminology for the latter), a good
American would have no serious ob-
jection.
A conservative American might,
though, for it is a well-known fact
that the conservatives condemn all
softs of movements, notably interna-
tional ones. This is a sour fact in a
world where ignorance of what the
other fellow is doing might lead to a
senseless pride and an -absurd and
endless arms buildup in place of quiet
negotiations. We say "quiet" nego-
tiations because we enjoy drawing
the sharp contrast between bver-the-
table discussions and a reasonably
loud nuclear war. Internationalism, in
short, seems to, be the key to procre-
ation.
We would like to believe that the
UN mock sessions are as much fun
as twisting, because UN sessions
should be fun, and they, like the twist
(if that is fun) should continue.
The glad tidings of the twist
have already been spread about,
and we hope that Trinity men and all
sorts of college men will return from
these mock UN sessions bearing sim-
ilarly glad tidings about what they
have been doing for the past few
days.
We offer a syllogism for the oc-
casion :
The UN is our hope for
preventing nuclear war.
The UN is fun.
Preventing nuclear war is fun. •
Explosion
A TURN TO WESTERNIZM
By DANIEL D. COTTA
NEW YORK, Feb. 10—Harrison E. Salisbury, Pulitzer Prize-vi-
spondent of the New York Times, reported ton ight of a growing ferm<
which has resulted in the loosening of censorship and a turn to the*
Just returned from a two-month visit in R ussia, Salisbury spoke J
tional Affairs Conference for College Editors a t the Oversees Press Clu
"The Explosion in the Communist World" presented further evidence
between the western minded liberals and neo- Stalinists in Russia.
Salisbury pointed to the "breaking of the i ce" in Russian journals
WestexTnt journalistic ways as indicative of the changes taking place ii
As an example of this "shake up" in Russian j ournalism, he. cited til
which he says now displays all the qualities of y ellow journalism of the
Ixestia, S a 1 i s b.u ry explained,
uses red ink for headlines, publi-
shes sensational stories, often un-
substantiated stories, and em-
ploys, "jazzy" rnalcup. >
Worst Features
This change is in marked con-
trast to the strict past news
coverage in Russian and shows
that Russia is acquiring some of
our bad habits. "Communist news-
papers, declared Salisbury, are
following in the tracks of the
worst features of Western jour-
nalism." It is possible, he hope-
fully remarked, that they will ae-
quire some of our good habits
after the bad,
l'ravda, he said, has not fol-
lowed the techniques adopted by
Izvestla Editor Alcksei Abzhubei.
"It has not .printed cheesecake
on page one," Pravtla, nonethe-
less, has : shown the influence of
this loosening tendency in the
Communist world. In the past,
Salisbury remarked, Pravda edi-
torials used the same words over
and over again. "Now they're get-
ting away from this."
The breaking of Russian cen-
sorship binds, the correspondent
o£ the Times said, came Jas t April
with the launching of "the first
Russian cosmonaut. At that time
Russian newsman were .forced to
compete with Western newsman
on their own homeground.
New Information Sources
This removal ol censorship in
Russia, Salisbury said, has opened
up new sources of information in
the country and Western report-
ing is beginning to show the re-
sults.
The strength of this liberaliza-
tion movement in Russia is re-
vealed, he maintained* by the fact
that the process is continuing to
go on despite the problems that
have gripped t h e world for the
last six months. , "The people of
Russia have continued in this
tendency despite the international
crisis." .. . •;,. ,
Salisbury cautioned that these
liberal tendencies in the Commu-
nist world are not a controlling
fact in international relations, but
do give some indication of the
changes that are taking place
there.
Powerful Nco-SlaliniHts
In opposition to this growing
liberalization in Russia, arc the
neo-Stalinists. Salisbury described
these neo-Stalinists aa men power-
ful in the Russian security or-
ganization, men powerful in the
Presidium, and men who would
like to go back to the "iron fist
o£ Stalin." "These men are dan-
gerous," Salisbury warned, "be-
cause China is led by men of the
same opinion, men who say Stalin
was not tough enough."
At the present time, "'Khrush-
chev is powerful enough to carry
the day for his policy which is o&
posed to Red China." But China
and Russia he sees moving far-
ther apart. And in the back-
ground are the Russian intelJe-
gentsia and people wanting to see
Russia more western who, said
Salisbury, "would hate to see it
on the contrary more eastern."
These people do not hold power,
he pointed out.
Intense Power Struggle
If Khrushchev were killed, Salis-
bury conjectured, a new struggle
for power would emerge even
more intense than the struggle
after Stalin's death. This power
struggle he felt would be fought
between three groups.

















































PROF. BANKWITZ CONSIDERS Russia
The series of articles on Soviet affairs pu Wished last week in
to this writer to mark a more important milestone in world affairs tha
double-dealing or the attempted abduction by Father Neptune of """"
The series is important because ~
it is the first really broad and ' spiritual defenses as the external
public assault on the Manichean terror mounted. Then, in the '50's
mentality of the cold war. It de-
nounces the deeply rooted mono-
lithic image of the "Soviet Man",
as opposed to "American Man."
Ten years ago, this dichotomy
seemed real and permanent. Han-
nah Arendt's bloodcurdling-anal-
ysis of the monstrous logic at the
heart of Hitler's and Stalin's sys-
tems of living death-had just
been published. Orwell's 1984 and
Huxley's Brave New World were
already household words. A mass
of pseudo-psychological literature
on the "new Soviet man" was
pouring from the presses. The po-
lar night of totalitaria was upon
the Russians, apparently stretch-
ing infinitely ana hopelessly into
the future. • • •
And yet, there 'was a glimmer
of light even then. This writer re-
members reading at the time a
British analysis of Hurley's book
which quietly pointed out the
tremendous capacity for survival
on the part of the Victims at the
bottom ©f' the totalitarian pyra-
mid, their compensatory develop-
ment of inner psychological and
Boris Pasternak appeared to con-
firm what had appeared to be a
merely theoretical hope.
The Zhivago Phenomenon
What was important about the
ZUivaga phenomenon was hardly
the, defense of or attack- on a
Specif id system and society. The
search for these specifics made
the book an artifact in the cold
war and resulted in the personal
tragedy of Pasternak himself in-
side Russia. Actually, Zhlvago
contained relatively jittle evidence
along these lines. What it did re-
veal, however, was far more
significant: the presence of the
eternal Russian search, enshrined
in the country's great 19th cen-
tury novels, for true freedom,
that is, for the treatment of man
as a man by his fellows. I t was
this s-earch after what Pasternak
called the "society of the heart
which is the Kingdom of Heaven"
that completely transcended the
paraphernalia of , membership in
a given. political system, of ad-
herence to a given economic philo-
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is In the Soviet
ION?
nning foreign corre-
it in the Soviet Union
V e s t . • ' . • • '
t the Fourth Interna-
>. His address entitled,
f a growing dilemma
n and the adoption of
the Communist world.
i newspaper Izvestia
i V e s t . . : . • ' • ••"•' : .
>oised of the oWer < mem^
he Presidium and headed
oyan. They would main-
the Khrushchev line was
>llowed. " . • ! • •
econd group, he saw as
omposed of bureaucrats
ild take a center position;
by Kozlov, it would be a
addle group who "would
difficult to operate under
foeral conditions." They
find the police way the
vay. This group of cen-
ould not find it hard to
,ck to the east, he sug-
Yoiinger
group involved in the
1 power struggle were
:hev killed would be cpm-
»f the new.,, young execu-
cently introduced into the
im. Which direction this
/ould take is impossible to
7, Salisbury said. A rigid
> would evolve in which
'ould incline to the west
ne to the east. The out-
L this intergroup struggle,
•y remarked, might be de-
id by the army.
tf. Y. limes correspondent
:ed the effects o£ what he
s a growing conflict in
"A Russia moving to-
the East is a more dan-
Russia, and Russia is
>us enough now." A eon-
broadening of the liberal
ent, however, could (help
world tension and thereby
then the movement inside
for a better Russia." He
ed: "The best thing I can
that there are people in
who hope things will move
direction."
THE SALISBURY SERIES
By J. RONALD SPENCER
New York Times correspondent Harrison E. Salisbury,
writing in a recent five part series, cites increasing conflict
in contemporary Soviet Russia. He 1'eports emerging social and
political strife which is perhaps best illustrated by what he
sees as a battle between neo-Stalinist and liberal Communists.
Salisbury writes that there is an increasing trend toward
Western ideals in the Soviet Union, coupled with simultaneous
demands for a return to the strong-aimed methods of the
Stalin regime. According to the Times reporter, the neo-Sta-
linists are paying lip service to the Khrushchev emphasis on
de-Stalinization, while actually using the late dictator's meth-
ods in achieving their own ends^
lire liberals, on the other hand, "~~
are placing stress on the need for
world peace, Salisbury reports.
He states: "confidence in tiie
world's ability to escape a nu-
clear war is strong in Moscow
among both Russian and foreign
observers."
Peaceful Co-Existence
Salisbury suggests that the
Khrushchev policy of peaceful co-
existence is at least partly moti-
vated by his desire for domestic
economic progress. The resulting
Sino-Soviet rift over the co-exist-
ence question will probably iiot be
easily mended, the Pulitzer Prize
winning journalist writes.
Salisbury cites one Russion who
had just returned from China as
saying: "You only have to see the
two countries to understand why
they, cannot agree on the same
kind of Communism. In China
they are living on 15 cents a day.
Khrushchev talks about equality
the American standard of' living
in twenty years. Khruschev's goals
are just a lot of nonsense to pre-
sent-day China."
The Times correspondent sees
the current lack of Soviet agri-
cultural productivity to be a ma-
jor stumbling block In the drive
for increased living standards.
And, he continues, there is little
belief on the part of foreign ob-
servers in Moscow that the farm
problem can be solved by employ-
ment of strictly Communist tech-
niques.
Young; Artists
Another sign of emerging liber-
alism which Salisbury sees is the
increased influence of young So-
viet artists. According to his re-
ports, young writers such as Vik-
tor Rozov and Yevgeny Yevtush-
enko are gaining large follow-
ings, especially among the young-
er Soviet citizenry.
Salisbury writes that many in-
tellectuals are beginning to re-
examine "the basic premises of
Soviet life." He says the central
question for Soviet intellectuals
and for the youth is "what is
truth," and, more specifically,
"what is truth in Russia?"
Salisbury senses a new trend
toward a "non-materialist concept
of the universe" on the part of
some Soviet scientists. He says
there is a complementary trend
in the Russian Orthodox Church:
an effort to resolve itself with
"modern technological society."
Leaders Frightened
The growth of the Orthodox
Church frightens Soviet leaders,
and especially the neo-Stalinists,
Salisbury'reports. Resultingly, he
sees signs of increased efforts
aimed at suppressing religion.
Salisbury met many youths
dissatisfied with the state of so-
ciety. He reports there is a new
"Jost generation^'' interested in
"almost anything Western—from
•a new hair-do to a belief in demo-
cratic freedoms."
Western Fads Fopular
He says Western fads become
popular in the. U.S.S.R. rapidly,
with a resulting desire to learn
the Twist now vary prominent.
S a l i s b u r y characterizes the,
young generation of Russians as
"bored, nihilistic, and disoriented."
He quotes one middle aged Com-
munist functionary as saying:
"This is our great defeat. The
young people have deserted the
(Continued on Pago 7)
and The Future Of Mankind
By PROF. PHILIP C. F. BANKWITZ
;he New York Times by tha t newspaper's eminent correspondent, Harrison Salisbury, seems
an any other event of the p st calendar year, including astronauts, Cuban invasions, Katangaese
Jayne Mansfield and her m uscular mate. __
lem if he feels free. Paster-
's hero, Yuri Zhivago, did in
last analysis feel free. And
ternak himself, despite the
ible oppression and dangers of
Stalinist era, was able to
i t e h i m . • •.•/ ' . - . . . . .
'ith these articles by Salis-
f, who has certainly earned
non-subversive badge "first-
s'' for having been expelled
a Russia by the authorities,
realize that the Soviet Union
i have scientists who are re-
IUS either in the formal orthb-
sense, or in the sense of
•ehing after God as a "spiritual
,ciple." Russia does have a
fh which questions the for-
istic, rigid presuppositions of
It life, the ossified and false
ology" in strict Marxian terms.
does have intellectuals and
ly members who insist on
ncipation from all of the
"s of oppression inflicted
er consciously by the State or
msciously by society. She has,
urn, the same types of people
the West and the same spec-
a of problems, all the way
n to corruption in the admini-
stration of cities to juvenile de-
linquency.
Special Stresses
Russia will View these problems
in her 6wn way, to be sure, and
will treat them differently and
at her own pace. But we ha.ve
come a long way from the point
of view separating her from the
rest of mankind. Indeed, we are
forced to recognize that the ap-
parently permanent totalitaria
was, after all, as all historical
phenomena, the product of spec-
ific circumstances at a specific
time.'We see that special1'Stresses
and strains.Vhiefly economic and
social in nature, produced the
Germany of Hitler and the Russia
of Stalin (and art producing the
China of Mao). We realize that
once these stresses and their at-
tendant problems are surmounted,
the totalitarian structure under-
goes marked alteration.
What will be the outcome of
these alterations in a society with,
as is often obsei-ved, a 19th cen-
tury standard of living and 21st
century technological aspirations?
•This writer cannot pretend to
possess' any oracular judgement
or even the relative competence
in the question held by Mr. Salis-
bury. But perhaps some light can
•be thrown on the matter by set-
ting it within the historical con-
text. ~ i, .. ': ;.•• ••''••
.,-.- The struggle within Russia at
the present time is, in essence, a
repetition of the age-old problem
of that country's parity with the
West. • By this is meant the rela-
tionship of her political and 'eco-
nomic institutions, her social
structure, her cultural life and
systems of belief to those of the
outside world. Should change take
place? If so, what kind of change,
where, and how much? This great
dialogue furnishes- one of the ma-
jor themes in Russian history
since the adoption of the hand
gun and primitive artillery by
that country's western neighbors
iff the early 17th century. The Pa-
triarch Nikon, Pgter the Great,
Catherine II, the two Alexanders,
the last Nicholas, Lenin, Trotsky
and Stalin wrestled with this
problem. Now Khrushchev must
add his part to the great debate.
• Mr. 'K' a "Time-server"
What will his answer be? This •
(Continued on Page S)
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National Bureau of Casualty Underwriters
First National City Bank of New York
Deering Milliken, Inc.
Avon Public Schools
Thursday, February 15 . •,
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"A REAL DELIGHT IN
DELICATESSEN TREATS"
just over the rocks
243 Z1ON STREET JA 7-9644
Mon-Thurs- 9-11 — Weekends 9-12:30
ODE TO TRINITY SENIORS
(Apologies to R. Kipling)
If you're the type that likes to lace a
challenge
With work a joy to you, and not a scare;
If, when you look at guys and gals, you
see them
As fabrics, aiid style, and a certain flair;
If you think of New York with excitement
And success sends a thrill up your spine;
If the spice for your living is dollars
— then
The world's your oyster, for selling's
your line.
Come see the Stevens representative ami get the
details on your future in the textile industry.
Campus interviews* Thursday, February 15th.
E. Marshall Palmer, Director of Administration.
J. P. STEVENS & CO., INC.
1460 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.
FINE FAUK1CS MADE IN AMERICA SINCE 1813
THE TRINITY TRIPOD MONDAY, FEBRUARY
1= I t-T E R S
IIGOETT ( MYCH5 TODACCO CO.
PACK OR BOX
CONTEST FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGES ONLY
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Bantam Bench Jolts Bears, 76 59
by Steve Permmlt
February may be an abbreviated niontli by normal
standards—just 28 short clays on the calendar.' But this
year these four weeks may seem more like a whole semester
to those of us who spend many hours silting in the stands
at the Field House, in the gallery at Trowbridgc Pool, and
above the squash courts.
To be sure, there will be ample opportunity to watch our
teams in action during the remainder of the month. No fewer
than three out of Tour swimming meets, the same number
of squash matches, and four out of six basketball games will
fee played here at Trinity. However, prospects for "these con-
tests are not overly promising.
First, there,s our contingent of varsity swimmers. They
started the season like a house a' fire by romping to three
straight victories,. Since the Christmas break they haven't
even come close to another w i n . . . . . However, stop in at the
pool: and' you're apt to see some records broken.
DON MILLS
This is one year that the often overlooked, winter sport,
squash, rightly deserves- overlooking. And there's no letup
in sight. . . . However, again you have an incentive for stop-
ping in for the remaining home matches. A fellow by the
name of Mills is well worth watching . . . one of the best
in the country . . . he returns from the weekend tournament
trail often enough to make sure Trinity isn't handed too
many shutouts.
Up until now our basketballera have performed ad-
mirably. If it weren't for the loss of Captain John Norman
they could well bo sporting a 11-1 record. Neither the ab-
sence of Norman nor Daryl U phoff in the Bowdoin fray
seemed to disturb the Bantams. But the next three games
against Rochester, Colby, and Wesleyan will provide much
stiffer tests. Incidently, Wes mauled Bowdoin on Saturday.
There were two pleasing notes to Friday's game. Num-
ber one was the rebounding strength displayed by Trinity.
We must continue to grab emr share of the boards if we hope
to put up a .fight in the remaining games.
SCULLY FINDS RANGE
Secondly, Bill Scully finally got a chance to play more
than, a few minutes in one game and substantiated what
rnosti of us knew right along—that next to Norman, he has
the best outside- shot on the team. He just hasn't had the
'oppoi'tunity to build up some confidence in his own shooting
ability.
With the loss to Amher'st, prospects for a tournament
bid have dimmed considerably and will probably be al-
together extinguished if we pick up another defeat. . . which
won't be easy to avoid.
„ . . And if you thought this column was a little too
critical in spots, remember you'll have ample opportunity




































































ACTION KN" TKINTTV-BOWDOIN' CONTEST is shown in se-
quence above. Top> frame has Bob Branrienbergcr goin£ back up
with shot while.surrounded by defenders. Middle frame shows in-
iured Captain, John Norman, flanked by backcourt duo Brian
Brooks and Bob Voorhees on,, bench during, late stages of game. In
the bottom photo, Bi-aoks steadies-for aifr«e throw.
(.Roberts Photos)
Scully? Big
F< h. o — Trinity's basketball
:i:-«M. coasted to a 7(3-59 win
over Bowdoin in the Field House
tonjgl.ii. The Bantams jiunpcd
off tc an early S-0 lead and were
no\KV irehind as they fashioned
their ninth victory in twelve
garnet).
Veteran Bill Scully came off
the bench to spark the Trinity
attack midway in the first half.
•The Folae Bears had knotted the
score at 14 apiece when ScuJly
replaced Bob Brandenberger and
promptly canned several Ionff
jumpers. Leading by only a sin-
gle point, 26-25, Trinity suddenly
caught fire and moved to a tea
point half time advantage on bas-
kets by Brian Brooks, Barry Leg-
horn, Scully, and two by John
Fenrigh.
The outcome was still very
much - in question throughout
most of the second half as. set
shot specialist A3 Loans, and1
teammates Harry Silverman, and
Sherwood SiUiman kept the visi-
tors close. With eleven minutes1
remaining, the Polar Bears drew
within laur points at 52-48; then;
Brandenberger hit on five straight
hoops, and Trinity was-never iH
trouble thereafter.
M For leghoni
The Bantams opened their linal
17 puint spread on the fine shoot-
ing of sophomore ace, Leghorn,
over the final minutes.
Leghorn tied Bovvrtom's Loane
for individual scoring honors with
24 points.
The Bantam victory was a sur-
prising one insomuch as captain
John Norman; and sharpshooter
Daryl TJphoEf both, missed the
entire game. Norman may he
au£ For the rest of the season' due
to a reoccurrence- of his knee in-
jury during the Amherst game.
Uptio£0 should- be back in uni-
form wften the Bantams hoafc
•Rochester cm Tuesday,
Behind' .Leghorn in tb£ Trinity
scoring column came Branden-
bcrger with 15 points, Scully with
13, and Fonrich with 10. AH
our ol thp.se men backed up
their shooting with, excellent re-
bounding off both boards.
Tonight's deieat dropped the
visitor's record to 3-12.
Salisbury...
flora P;ige 5)
cause. I do not know how we are
foing \o get them back."
Near the conclusion of the
final article In the series, Salis-
bury says of the serious young
Russians in l-evolt: "They have
little hope of finding their iifonJs
in the sray and hypocritical
world in which they live. They
iiopc that 'the truth' may r-xist
in the West. Those who try to
respond to their eager, feverish
questions about life beyond the
iQviet frontier can only hope that
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Swimmers Lose
Third Sir a igh t
BY JACK O'NEIT,
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. Feb. 10--
The Varsity mermen dropped
their third consecutive meet to-
day, losing to a well balanced
M.I.T. squad. 59-36. Although this
was the first meet of the season
In which both the Bantams and
their opposition failed to break a
record of some sort, John Burton
came through to give the Slaugh-
termen a first in both the 50 yard
and - 100 yard freestyle events,
arid teamed up with Jay McCrac-
ken, Pete Bundy, and Dick. Good-
en to, cop the 400 yard freestyle
• r e l a y . • •'• • . - / . . : • .
-After the mermen dropped the
400 yard medley relay, Rick Ash-
worth gave the Trinmen a second
in the 220 yard freestyle swim.
Ed GoOdinari touched out second
to Burton ill the 50 yard free-
style,; and Dave Raymond then
Russia . . .
(Continued from Page 5)
writer believes that. Mr, K belongs
to the negative majority of Rus-
sian rulers who.—with the Jvvo ex-
ceptions of Peter and Trotsky—
overtly opposed change on sill
counts (as Nicholasli), or covertly
opposed it las Catherine), or con-
lined it within the most narrow
limits possible (as Nikon, Alexan-
der II and-'Stalin I. The present oc-
1 cupant oi! the Kremlin seems to
be essenIially a "lime-server" who
regards himself as the executor
oi Stalin's plan of industrial trans-
formation. But Jor tlie lirsl' time
in Russian hislory, the forces
pressing for broad change are
p'ossihly stronger than the ruler
" himscll. If Russia conlorms at all
to the world pattern in modem
history, the inctuslrUlr/jiig process
3\as opened Pandora's box Lo the
winds ol! reJIonn. 11, has created
a pressure Cor "social efficiency'
which, as an eminent British
psychiatrist has recently pointed
out, will inevitably lend to greater
freedom of. thought and inquiry.
In throwing oft the shackles oi
A "primitive" society which has
beconie modernized in what- can
only be described as an historical
tour de Xorce, Russia may ac-
quire some characteristics which
relied those we find in ourselves.
But these characteristics will also
correspond to specifically Russian
values and aspirations. Indeed-
who knows?—Russia may eventu-
ally revise the basic aim o£ an in-
dustrialized society. She muy
change it from that ol maximum
production l o r consumption1
sake to that of production lor tin
purpose ol! increasing the enjoy-
men] and creativity of man him-
self. That is, what may come ou!
•Of Russia is that aspiration ol
all reformers and idealists since
the beginning of. the Enlighten-
ment: the machine at the service
of man, rather than vice-versa; a
qualitative rather than a quanti-
tative social aim; an investment
in men, not, goods. If this comes
about, a truly humanistic achieve-
ment will have been recorded. The
moving end of Dr. Zhivago, where
Yuri's Iriends dream ol the "free-
dom of the soul" moving into tiie
streets of the "holy city" ot Mos-
cow beneath their gaze, will have
come true.
PHILIP C. F. BANKWITZ
followed with a-third in the 220
ard individual medley. Dick San-
:y copped a third in the diving
•Vents, and Bill Koretz swamped
he Engineers as he walked off
vilh a first in the 100 yard but-
erfly.
Record Falls to 3-3
Burton put in his second suc-
:essful bid for a first place in the
100 yard freestyle event and
3oodman again followed him,
this time with a third. Two M.I.T.
mermen touched out in front of
aymond in the 200 yard back-
troke, and Ashworth took the
number two spot in the 440 yard
freestyle swim. Ian Smith then
copped a third in the 200 yard
breasts troke.
McCracken, Bundy, Gooden
.nd Burton closed out the after-
n for the Bantams copping the
.00 yard relay.
The Slaughtermen, who now
tand 3-3 on the season with six
meets remaining, play host to the





FEB. 9, — A determined rally
by the Trinity freshmen basket-
ball team fell two points short
as time ran out with the frosh on
the short end of a 58-56 score to-
night against Springfield.
Unable to make any concerted
offensive effort, the frosh found
themselves on the losing end of
a 42-34 tally midway through the
last half. Then the Bantams did
a complete turnailwut. Starting
with two jump shots by Ron
Steele, the frosh scored seven of
Falls Short; Record
3-7 After 58-56 Loss
the next nine points to cut their
deficit to a single point, 43-44.
Balance
Just as suddenly, they -quickly
slumped back into their old ways.
Springfield reopened their lead to
seven and held on as Trinity made
one last effort; to try and snatch
the victory. With the trosh. but
two points down, they could not
net the all-important tying hoop.
With no dependable scorer, the
earn was lost.
Despite everything,- the frosh
showed their best balanced*- scor-
ing of the season. Four men hit
double figures: Bob. Morisse,
Poetry. . .
(Continued from Pagre 1)
will make a return engagement
from last year May 13.
Dr. Fred Gwynn, Professor of
English, will give a pre-series lec-
ture dealing with modern poetry.
Tickets for the series, are $2 for
members of the college and can
be • purchased from Holly Steph-
enson of the Buildings ant"
Ground Department.
with a nine point second half, led
with 13, Corky Jaeger had 12,
and Bill Gish and Dan Swander
had ten apiece. Steele followed
closely behind with' nine,
TRINITY•FROSH SPRINGFIELD FR,
B FPtB







































23 10 W) Totals 25 8 58
lialC Umi> iK-22, Sp.rlnqfleld.
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS
F & M SERVICE
SUNOCO
JA 5 9871
AH Work Guaranteed Foreign Car Lubrication
Tune-ujps - Road Service - Generators
Mufflers - Wheel Balancing - Fuel Systems
CORNER BROAD and NEW BRITAIN AV.B., HTF1)., CONN.
Rev. Ong
(Continued from Page 1)
for awards for graduate study in
Franco under the United States
Government Fulbright program,
as regional associate for tho
American Council o£ Learned Soc-
ieties, as President of tho Central
committees of the Modern Lang-
uage Association and tin? Ameri-
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Look at Burlington Industries
WORLD'S LARGEST AND MOST DIVERSIFIED TEXTILE COMPANY
Big and still growing fas t . , . that's Burlington. The world's
largest textile company, Burlington still has the youthful
vigor that enabled it to grow from a small one-plant oper-
ation less than -forty years ago to its present position as
number one in the industry. With annual sales approach-
ing the billion dollar mark and with more than 150 modern
plants employing 70,000 people, Burlington is the 48th
largest industrial corporation in America. The most broadly
diversified company in the textile industry, Burlington sup-
plies the textile needs of the apparel, industrial, and" home
furnishing fields.
Continued company growth means that we are constantly
looking for the college graduate who has what it takes
to successfully assume management responsibility.,, while
still a young man.
The man we are looking for is not easy to find. He must
be intellectually and emotionally equipped to operate as a
one man marketing organization.,. simultaneously f unc~
tioning as Market Researcher, Product Planner, Technical
Consultant, and Merchandising Specialist. Obviously, this
calls for a special kind of man and a special kind of training.
Immediately upon joining Burlington's Sales Management
Training Program a new man goes through a short orien-
tation period which includes visits to a number of company
divisions. Following this, the trainee selects the marketing?
'division where he would like to work. In most instances he
gets his first choice. ,
*
Once assigned to a division, the new man gets down fro
business learning his.product, visiting the,manufacturing
facilities, getting to know the market and developing hia
abilities and imagination for the job at hand and the respon*
sibilities that lie ahead. The trainee's professional develop-
ment is encouraged through monthly meetings with top
company executives.
If you are interested in challenge and growth with one
of America's fastest growing companies, if you want the
chance to move ahead in a high paying industry, sign up
for an interview with Burlington Industries,
INTERVIEW DATE: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16th.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SEE YOUR PLACEMENT DIRECTOR
Burlindton BurlingtonINDUSTRIES. INC. 1430 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y,,
